The application of magnetization transfer to MR angiography with reduced total power.
Magnetization transfer (MT) techniques have been shown to significantly reduce background soft-tissue signal in time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography. To achieve sufficient suppression, radio frequency (RF) pulses with tip angles on the order of 1000 degrees are typically used, resulting in significant RF power deposition in the patient. Although these power deposition levels do not exceed the FDA guidelines, they are significantly higher than those used in typical imaging techniques. The use of these same magnetization transfer pulses in applications at field strengths higher than 1.5 T will require MT power levels which exceed FDA safety standards. This report demonstrates that the total power deposition required to achieve background tissue suppression can be significantly reduced by the application of the saturation pulses only during the phase-encoding steps corresponding to the central portion of "k space." This technique allows equivalent soft tissue suppression with approximately 10% of the energy deposition of conventional magnetization transfer techniques.